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“Multinational corporations have a profound 
impact on the political, economic and social life 
of communities as they bring labor investment 

and economic growth to developing areas, 
raising the standard of living and providing 

means to improve education and other social 
services”

(Asamblea General de la Organización de los Estados Americanos, resolución AG/RES 2840 
[XLIV – O/14)

“PrIL should assist in this process by 
identifying the correct jurisdiction and 
applicable law governing the dispute, 
providing means to obtain evidence 

abroad and facilitating the recognition 
and enforcement of possible decisions”

(ILA interim Report Hague Conference on Private Internacional Law Aspects of Civil 

Litigation for Human Rights Violations, 2010)

Florencia S. Wegher Osci is a Master
student in Private International Law,
Universidad de Buenos Aires and a PhD
candidate in the Universidad Nacional
del Litoral, Santa Fe, Argentina. She
participates in a research project that
deals with “Access to justice in
transnational private litigation”, from a
Latin-American perspective. She is also
a research and teaching assistant in
Private International Law at this
university.

1. What can PrIL do when facing
Human rights violations committed
by multinational corporations?

2. Is it possible to hold multinational
corporations liable for their human
rights violations?

3. What are the tools that PrIL has or
can construe in order to pursue
effective access to justice for the
victims of these violations ?

For methodological purposes we selected
a set of case-studies, as well as doctrine
produced by academics in the subject
matter. Doctrinal review of other
documents, such as reports and soft law
regulations produced by international
organizations and associations of
international law were also analyzed, in
order to identify arguments and
considerations about PrIL's capacities to
manage cases of human rights violations
committed by multinational corporations.

It is necessary to question the
concepts and criteria based on
geographical / territorial basis from
which disciplinary rules/rules of
conduct are constructed and which
usually circumvent the functioning of
the subject.
It is of essence to do so from the
perspective of re-dimensioning
effective access to justice as it is the
main concern in cases regarding HR
violations committed by multinational
corporations.


